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Abstract
We consider the problem in which we must fuse individual
lists of retrieved documents to obtain a single ordered list of
recommended documents from multiple information sources.
A parameterized procedure is presented. A formulation of the
multiple list fusion problem in terms of mathematical
programming is also presented.

Introduction

An important problem is that of the retrieval of text
documents to satisfy the requirements of a user. In [1-3]
the authors describe a number of techniques to address this
information retrieval problem. In many situations,
especially with emergence of the internet, users have at
their disposal multiple independent sources in which to
search for documents. For example, in searching for some
information about future stock prices a user may search
information bases of articles maintained by the New York
Times, the Wall Street Journal, Chicago Tribune and other
newspapers. Each one of these sources can provide a list of
relevant articles which appeared in it. Having these
multiple sources raises the problem of fusing the results of
searchers on these individual information bases [4-7]. This
problem is called the collection fusion problem [6, 7]. In
this work we look at the problem of fusing ordered lists of
documents and suggest a parameterized approach. The
introduction of a parameter can eventually allow us to
learn from observations on the user behavior.

Collection Fusion Problem

In [6, 7] the authors have formally described the collection
fusion problem. Assume we have a group of information
servers. We shall denote these as Si for i = I to m, m being
the number of servers. Each server contains a collection of
documents, unique to itself. Furthermore, it is assumed that
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each server has its own distinct searching mechanism.
Using this searching mechanism, for a given query Q, each
server can associate a score with each document contained
in it and thus provide an ordered list of relevant documents
in response to the query. The problem we are interested in
solving is one in which we desire to obtain an ordered list
of the N most relevant documents, where these documents
can come from any of the servers. The difficulty in
accomplishing this task resides in the fact that the scoring
mechanisms used by the individual servers are
incomparable and hence we just can’t simply take the N
highest scoring documents across all the servers. In [6, 7]
the authors have suggested an approach for solving this
problem which can essentially be seen to consist of a three
step process:

1. Pass the query Q to each of the individual servers and
obtain a score for each of the documents. This scoring
allows us to obtain from each of the servers a list of
documents ordered by their relevancy to the query.

2. Based upon the nature of the query Q and meta
information about the types of documents contained in
each server determine how many documents should be
contributed by the server Si. We shall denote this as Ni, it
is assumed that

m

ZNi =N
i=1

Combining this with step one we obtain from each server
an ordered list, Li, consisting of its Ni highest scoring
documents.

3. Fuse the individual ordered lists, ILl, lm ..... I_~ to obtain
an ordered list of the N desired documents which we
denote as L.
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It should be clear that the issues relating specifically to
the collection fusion problem arise with respect to steps
two and three, the determination of the number of elements
to select from each collection and the fusion of the lists,
step one is essentially the classical retrieval problem.

Step two requires some comparison between the
individual information servers regarding their potentiality
for containing documents relevant to the question being
asked. The solution to this problem is highly information
intense and can be seen to require empirical studies on the
contents of the different information bases with respect to
the query being posed. In [6, 7] the authors describe an
approach to the determination of Ni which based upon a
comparison of the performance of each of the servers on
questions which are similar to the one being currently
being posed. At a more formal level in order to determine
how many documents we should take from each server
given the constraint that we should take a total of N
documents simply requires the determination of the
relative proportion of the documents we which we should
take from source Si with respect to another server say Sl.
That is we need to obtain for i = 2 to m a value 13i, based
upon the query, where, 13i is the proportion of documents to
be contributed by Si compared to that of Sl. Once having
these, 13i we know that Ni=~]iNi, for i=2 to m and since

m

ZNi =N
i=1

we get N=NI + 132 Nl + 133 Nl + .... +[~m NI. This can be
solved for Nl which gives us all the Ni.

One approach to the solution to this problem can be
obtained using the fuzzy modeling technology [8]. In the
following we shall briefly outline this approach. We shall
let Ui, for i = I to n, indicate properties that are useful in
classifying subject matters of different types of queries. In
addition we shall let Vi, for i = I to m, correspond to a
score indicating the fitness of information server Si as a
source for documents on a query type. We shall assume
that the Vi take their values in the unit interval. Using these
variables we must construct a knowledge base consisting
of p rules of the type

If Ul is Ajl and U2 is Aj2 and ...... then V is Bj.
In the above the Aij are fuzzy subsets of the respective
characteristics, V is an m dimensional vector whose
components, are the Vi and Bi is also an m dimensional
vector whose components, b~j, correspond to the fitness of
server Si as a source of documents for the type of query
characterized by the antecedent conditions. Thus we see
that the antecedent of each rule provides a description of a
type of query and the consequent indicates the fitness of
each of the servers with respect to that type of query.

We should point out that the construction of this rule base
is a highly knowledge intense endeavor which we shall not
pursue in this work. Once having this rule base we can
determine the appropriate number of documents to select
from each information server in response to a query Q in a
manner described in the following. We associate with the
query a set of n values, ai, corresponding to the values of
the characterizing variables, the Vi. For each rule in the
knowledge base we can obtain a degree of relevancy
(firing level) ’rj = Mini[Aji(ai)]. We can then combine 
information in each of the rules to give us a value for the
variable V, B*, where

P

Z’rjBj

B*- j=~

Tj
j=l

We shall denote the components of the B* vector as bi*.
Thus bi* corresponds to the fitness of the ith server as
source of documents for the query at hand. These fitness
values can now be used to obtain a value for the number of
documents to retrieve for the individual information
servers. We first normalize the values in the vector,

hi *

tZi -- m

Zbi *
i=1

We then can use these normalized values to obtain the
number of documents to retrieve from each server, Ni =
oqN. It should be noted that the number of documents to be
retrieved from each of the individual servers is directly
proportional to the fitness of that server to the query.

In the remainder of this work we shall concentrate on
third step of the process. Here we shall assume we have m
ordered lists each consisting of Ni documents and are
interested in obtaining one fused list of these the individual
lists.

Ordered List Fusion

We now consider here the process involved in step three of
the preceding. Assume we have a collection of m ordered
lists of distinct elements. We desire to fuse these desired
lists into one ordered list L. We shall use Li to indicate the
i th individual list and use Ni to indicate the number of
elements in Li and
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to indicate the number of elements in L.
In forming the combined list L from the Li there is

clearly one objective property that must be satisfied, httra-
list consistency. This condition requires that if x and y are
two documents appearing in list Li and if x is higher then y
in this list, x >i Y, then it is required that in the fused list L
x is higher than y, x >L Y

In order to combine these individual ordered lists we
need some additional guiding imperative to form the
aggregated list. However, on the surface there appears no
natural principle for guiding us in the task of combining
these lists. There appears only one distinction between the
lists, the number of elements in each list. In the following
we shall suggest a general approach to this list fusion
problem which essentially only uses the number of
elements in a contributing list.

In the following we shall let xij indicate the jth document
in ith list. We now associate with each document, xij, a
value Vij and place the documents in the fused list L based
upon this value, the higher the value of Vii the higher the
position in the fused list. The formula we shall use for Vii
is

Vii = o~Ni + 1 -j, (1)
where ~x > 0. As we subsequently see o~ is a parameter
which determines the type of list fusion we are
implementing.

We note that documents from the same contributing list
will always have distinct values, VU .:/: Vik for j :/: k. In
addition we note that the intralist consistency property is
always satisfied, ifj < k (xij higher in list i then xi0 then Vii
> Vik and therefore xij will be higher in the fused list then
xik. It is possible to have ties between documents from
different contributing In order to have combined list
without ties we can use a tie breaking procedure describe
below to adjudicate these ties.

As noted above one problem that must be addressed is
situations in which two or more documents are tied with
respect to their V value. In order to address this problem
we shall use the following deterministic tie breaking
procedure. We index the individual collections in
descending order of the total number of documents they
are going to contribute to the fused collection; thus if Si
and Sj are two servers, we shall assume i < j if Ni > Nj.
Furthermore, if there are any ties with respect to the
number of documents individual collections are going to
contribute we shall distinguish these by alphabetically
ordering the tied collections; thus if Sj and Sj are such that
Ni = Nj we shall assume i < j if the name of Si appears
higher in the alphabet then Sj. Using this indexing if at
some point in the fusion process there is a tie with respect
to the V values we select the next document from the
collection with the smallest index. Using this tie breaking
procedure results in our fusion process always being
deterministic for a given query.

Let us look in more detail at the proposed fusion
function provided in (1). The parameter o~ essentially
determines the type of fusion procedure we are using.

We shall f’trst consider the case in which a o~= 0. In this
case our fusion function becomes

Vii= 1 -j

Figure #1 can be used to help understand the workings for
this approach.

i

Figure #1. Fusion procedure with o~ = 0.

In this approach we essentially push all of the individual
orderings up so that their top elements are equal. We then
will take the top elements from collections l, 2, 3, and 4 in
round robin fashion. We continue until all the elements in
$4 are exhausted. We then take the top elements in 1, 2,
and 3 in round robin fashion until all the elements in $3 are
exhausted. We continue in this manner until all elements
are exhausted.

The imperative of this approach can be viewed as one in
which we are assuming the top element in each of the
collections are assumed equal regarding.

We shall now consider the case in which o~ = L In this
case our fusion function becomes Vij=Ni+ 1 - j.
The following figure #2 helps provide an understanding

of the performance of this fusion approach.

S1
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$3

Figure #2. Fusion procedure with o~ = 1.



We take the first N~ - N2 elements from collection one.
We then take from collections one and two the top
elements in round robin fashionI until each of these
collections have been reduced to containing N3 elements.
We next take from collections 1, 2, and 3 the top elements
in round robin fashion until the number of elements in each
of these collections have been reduced to containing N4
elements. Finally we take documents from collections 1, 2,
3, and 4, in round robin fashion, until all collections have
been emptied. In this approach we essentially push all of
the individual orderings up so that their bottom elements
are equal.

Essentially this approach can be seen to be one in which
the potential of a list Li providing the next element for the
fused list is determined by the number of documents
remaining in it.

We next consider the case in which ~ = 0.5. In this case
our fusion function becomes

Vii=0.5 Ni + 1 - j

Figure #3 can be used to help understand the workings for
this approach.

Sl

$2

83
$4

Figure #4 can be used to help understand the workings for
this approach. Here we see that we first take all the
documents from the contributing list with the largest
number of elements, then we take all the documents from
the contributing list with the next number of documents
etc. Essentially the imperative used here is one that says if
Ni > Nj then all the documents in Si are more relevant than
those in Sj.

Sl

82

S3

S4

Figure #3. Fusion procedure with ~= 1.

In the two approaches previously discussed so far one
consisted of a moving down of collections so that the worst
elements are on the same level (see figure #2) while the
other can be seen as one in which all collections are
equalized by moving the smaller ones up so that all top
elements are equal (see figure #1). In this situation 
essentially center the collections and fuse them.

We next consider the case in which c~ is very large, we
shall denote its value as Big. In this case our fusion
function becomes

Vii=Big Ni + 1 -j

Figure #4. Fusion with ~ very large.

The following example illustrates the application of
formula 1 for different values of a.
Example: Assume we have four collections having
respectively 9, 5, 3 and 1 element to be fused. These lists
of elements in each of these collections are given below.

i By round robin fashion we mean we select the top

element from Si then the top element from $2
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S1
al
a2
a3

a4
as
a6
a7

f18
a9

$2
bl
bz
b3
b4
bs

$3 $4
Cl dl
C2
C3

In the following we show that fusion of the four collections
using o~ = 0, tx = 0.25, o~ = 0.5, tx = 0.75, (x = 1 and o~ 
100. We note that elements appearing in the same row are
tied. As noted above these ties are adjudicated by our tie
breaking mechanism.

aT--b5
a8
a9

4. cz= 0.75
al

a2
a3
a4--bl
as- -b2
Cl
a6---b3
c2--
aT--ba---d1
c3
as--b5
a9

List
ar-bl--cl--dl
az--bz--C2
a3--b3--c3
a4---b4
as--b5
a6
a7
a8

a9

5. c~=l
List
fll

a2
a3
a4
as--bj
a6--b2
aT--b3--c1
as--b4--c2
a9--bs--c3--dI

2. ct= 0.25
List
al
a2--bl
Cl
a3--b2--d!
c2

a4--b3
c3

as--b4
a6--b4
a7
a8

a9

3. ct= 0.5
List
al
a2
a3--bl
a4--b2--c1
as--b3--c2--dl
a6--b4--c3

6. ct= 100
List
al
az
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8
a9

bl
b2
b3
b4
b5
Cl
c2

c3
dl
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From these examples we clearly see the shifting of the
resulting fused ordering as we change o~. Essentially we
see that the larger ~ the more we move down the shorter
stacks while for smaller tx’s we move up the shorter stacks.

One semantics that we associate with the parameter tx is
that is a measure of the degree to which we believe the
collection with the most remaining elements contains the
best of the unfused documents.

A Relational Model of List Fusion

In a more abstract framework the issues involved in
forming the fused ordered list from the individual ordered
lists can be expressed in terms of binary preference
relations. In the following we shall provide a
representation of the problem of list fusion in the setting of
binary preference relations. We note that the texts by
Roubens and Vincke [9] and Roberts [10] provide good
introductions to the theory of binary preference relations.

Assume X is a set consisting of the N documents that are
to be presented to the user. We shall use a binary relation
to represent the ordering between the documents. A binary
relation S on X is a subset of the Cartesian space X x X. If
the ordered pair (x, y) is an element of the relation we shall
denote this as (x, y) ~ S. Alternatively, we can express this
as xSy or S(x, y) = 1. When we want to indicate that the
pair (x, y) is not contained in S we denote this as (x, 
S. Alternatively we can express this as xS y or S(x, y) = 
In our framework the relationship S shall semantically
correspond to the concept of at least as high position, thus
xSy is to be read that document x has at least as high
position as document y. We shall find it convenient to use
the more generic term "preferred." Thus’ xSy will also be
read as x is preferred to y.

In [9] Roubens and Vincke discuss a number of ways of
representing binary relations. Assume X = {a,b,c,d}. Let
S= {(a, a), (a, c),(b, c),(c, b),(c, d), (d, a), (d, d)}. 
method is of course the set method just used, as subset of
two tuples. The second method is a matrix method:

S

-a

a 1
b 0
c 0
d 1

bcd~

000

010

101
000

Given a relationship S on X we can associate with S
three other relationships on X: P, I, and R defined as
follows

(I) xPy iff xSy and y$ 

(2) xIy iff xSy and ySx

(3) xRy iff x~ y and y$ 

We note that each pair x and y must be in one and only one
of these relationships. If xPy we say that x is strictly
preferred to y, if xly, we say x and y are of equal
preference and if xRy, we say x and y incomparable.

There are a number characterizing properties that one can
associate with a binary relationship. Among these are

Reflexivity: xSx for all x e X.
Asymmetry: xSy => y$ x
Completeness: xSy or ySx for all x ¢ y
Strongly Completeness: xSy or ySx for
all x and y
Transitivity: xSy and ySz => xSz.

Relations are often typed by the satisfaction to a number of
the preceding properties (see Roberts [10]). For our
purposes we need only define some of these special
relations.

Definition: A binary relationship S is called a strict linear
ordering if S is complete, asymmetric and transitive,
essentially it is an ordered list of objects.

We know that a strict linear ordering allows no ties and
each pair of elements are related by a strict preference, for
each pair x and y, xSy or ySx but not both. It is of course a
strict ordering we want between the documents in the
fused list. We also assume a sla’ict linear ordering in each
of the individual collections.
Definition: A binary relationship S is called a weak
ordering if it is transitive and strongly complete,
essentially a weak ordering is an ordered list of objects that
allows ties.

We note that a strict linear ordering is also a weal
ordering.

If S is a weak ordering it is easy to get the relationship
between any two elements of X directly from S. For any x
and y let

g(x) = ~ S(x,z) and g(y) = ~ 
z~X

In this representation we have S(x, y) = 1 if xSy otherwise
S(x, y) = 0. The third representation is a graphical
representation using Hesse diagram.
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Then if g(x) > g(y) we have xPy and if g(x) = g(y) 
xly. The same holds true for a strict linear ordering except
it is never the case that g(x) = g(y).

It should be note that if we have a weak ordering we can
convert this into a strict linear ordering by locally ordering
the tied elements.

Definition: A relationship S is called a partial linear
ordering (PLO) if S is asymmetric and transitive.

We emphasize that a partial linear ordering differs from
a strict linear ordering in that it is not complete.
Definition: Assume S is a PLO. A relationship S is said to
be a completion of S if S is a strict linear ordering and S_

It should be noted that there are many possible
completions (see figure #5).

©

Figure # 5. Possible completions of a partial linear
ordering

Let us now look at the problem of collection fusion in
this framework. We have a collection XI, X2 ....... Xm of
disjoint sets of documents. Each set is the collection of
documents provided by an individual server which are to
be included in the final list. Associated with each set Xi is
a strict linear ordering Si defined on Xi. These individual
linear orderings represents the information provided the
individual servers. We now construct the set X consisting
of the total collection of documents,

X=UXi
i=1

and the relationship S defined on X where

m

S -~ USi

i=1

It is easy to show S is a partial linear ordering. We note
that in S documents coming from different servers are not
compared, xSy and ySx if x~Xi, y~Xj and i m j. The
problem we are now faced with in collection fusion is to
obtain a strict linear ordering ~ that is a completion of S.

The conditions required of S can be expressed in the
following:

I. Strict Linear Ordering

a. Completion and Asymmetry
i. S (xi, xj) + S (xj, xi) = 1 for all xi ~ 

b. Transitivity
ii. ~ (xi, xj) > S (xi, xk) + S (Xk, Xj) 1

II. Consistency with original ordering
(S___ S)

iii. If S(xi, xj) = 1 then S (xi, xj) 

The problem of list fusion can now be seen as selecting
one of the strict linear ordering completions of S as our
fused list. One way of accomplishing this is to formulate
our problem as a mathematical programming problem in
which we solve for the S(xi, xj). Our constraints will 
conditions i, ii and iii above plus the requirement that S(xi,
xj) is either 1 or 0. In addition we must select some
objective function to optimize. The selection of the
objective function is essentially determining our fusion
imperative.
An equivalent alternative problem can be obtained if we

consider only completing S to a weak ordering instead of a
strict ordering. Let us make some observations in this
regard. Let S be a partial linear ordering consisting of our
original information, the union of the Si’s over the space of
the union of the Xi’s. We should note here that if x~ Xi and
y~ Xi and i~j then S(x, y) = S(y, x) = 0. Let S be a 
ordering that is consistent with S. In particular we require
that:

I. S be a weak ordering
a. Strongly Complete

i. S (xi, xj) + S (xj, xi) > 1

b. Transitivity
ii. S (xi, xj) > S (xi, xk) + S (xk, xj) 1

H. Consistency
iii. S (xi, xj) = S(xi, xj) for all k and each xi and 
in Xk
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The conditions i and ii assure us that S is a weak ordering
and iii assures us that it is consistent with S. We recall that
a weak ordering is essentially a strict linear ordering that
allows ties. We can show that none of the tied elements in

can from the same individual collection, that is if both x
and y are both contained in the same collection, Xi, and
xPiy then xPy.

Thus we see that a weak order completion, S, of S keeps
the individual collection ordering and does not allow ties
between documents drawn from the same individual
collection. In particular ties are only possible for elements
drawn from different collections. Thus if we obtain S from
S we can obtain fused list, strict linear ordering S, by using
our tie breaking procedure to adjudicate ties. Hence all we
need obtain is weak ordering S from S.

Using the above we can now formulate our list fusion
problem as the following mathematical programming
problem. In the following we use xi to indicate the ith
document in X and our problem is to find all S (xi, xj).

MAX: Objective Function
Subject to:

1. S (xi, xj) + S (xj, xi) > 1 xi and xj
2. S (xi, xj) > S (xi, Xk) + S (Xk, Xj) -- 1 for all xj, xj and 
3. For all k S (xi, xj) = Sk(xi, xj) for all xi and xj in 
4. S(xi, xj) ~ {0,1}

The solution to this problem will give us a binary relation
that is a weak ordering completion of S. Using this

relationship we can directly obtain the ordering of the
documents by calculating

v v

g(xi) = ~ S(xi,x~)
xj~ X

and forming our fused ordering by listing the documents in
order of there g value. Furthermore as noted above
elements will be tied only if they are drawn from different
individual collections. These ties can be adjudicated as
described in the preceding section by our tie braking
mechanism. Essentially this mathematical programming
problem serves the same purpose as the V function
described earlier.

We note that the objective function is some function of
the S (xi, xj). Different choices for the objective function
will lead to different manifestations of the resulting binary
relation S. Essentially we see that the objective function
provides a vehicle for the introduction of our imperative
for fusing our individual collection lists.

As one example of an objective function we can
consider

all Jail j

where wi is the number of documents in the collection from
which xi is drawn. In this case we get the same ordering as
using VU = c~ Ni + I - j with c~ = 1.

More generally with the aid of the objective function we
may be able to provide for intelligent type fusion of the
constituent collections. This endeavor may be aided by the
use of fuzzy modeling [8] to construct the objective
function.

Conclusion

We have investigated the problem of fusing collections of
documents provided by multiple information servers. A
parameterized approach was suggested in which the
parameter determines how the documents in the individual
collections are interleaved. In addition we described a
mathematical programming approach to the fusion of
multiple collections.
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